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Weekly Update For Week Ending 10/13/95Dave:* Interviewed former Dallas Police Department Crime Lab 

employee Rusty Livingston concerning assassination records. He has approximately 50 1st generation copies 

of various pieces of evidence, LHO personal items & views of the 6th floor area (Sniper's Nest). He & his 

nephew have discussed donating them to a museum in Washington, DC & he will consider donating them to 

the JFK Collection.* Met with Joe Freeman to develop a more detailed chronology regarding the Nix film. * 

Spoke with Roger Meade of the Los Alamos Lab regarding testing of the Nix film. I provided them with 

additional information concerning the type of records were are looking for & information that may help them 

pinpoint such records.* Contacted Schyler Borton of UPI's Legal Department & they will search for records of 

custody concerning the film once they receive the request in writing from us that I sent. * Contacted UPI's 

Library & they will search for records of custody concerning the film once they receive the request in writing 

from us that I sent.* Added additional names & information to (what will be) the Dealey Plaza 

Contact~Witness Database. References so far include: Ciccone map, Mary Ferrell Database, HSCA Database & 

ï¾€Whoï¾€s Who in the JFK Assassinationï¾€.* Met with Anne concerning records accountability at the 

Bettman Archives. * Attempted to locate Dealey Plaza witness Jack Daniels in Dallas; no hits so far.* 

Interviewed Dealey Plaza witness JoyceMaurine Stansbery. She does not know of any records, but will search 

& contact us if she has any success. She is willing to assist in any way.* Interviewed Dealey Plaza witness Jean 

Newman. She does not know of any records, but will search & is willing to assist the Board in any way.* 

Interviewed Dealey Plaza witness J. Willard (Sandy) Speaker. he provided information about witnesses Milican 

& Brennan. He does not remember any records at present, but will attempt to locate any. He is willing to assist 

further.* Attempted to locate Dealey Plaza witness Sandra K. Styles; no success thus far.* Attempted to locate 

Dealey Plaza witness Martha Reed; no success thus far.* Attempted to locate Dealey Plaza witness James 

Elbert Romack; no success thus far.* Attempted to locate Dealey Plaza witness Mary Moorman; no success 

thus far.* Attempted to locate Dealey Plaza witness Oscar McVey; no success thus far.* Attempted to contact 

Dealey Plaza witness Hugh Betzner, Jr. based on Richard Trask's belief he made B&W photos of the 

Presidential Limousine either immediately before or immediately after the first shot. No success thus far.* 

Performed duties to assist Anne during a portion of the week while she was traveling on official business. * 

Coordinated with Tracy Shycoff to acquire the Dealey Plaza Computer Simulation from Dale Myers based on 

David's request.* Attempted to contact the owner of "Robert's Relics" Concerning Assassination Related 

Records. Spoke with one person at his location but have not reached the owner yet.* Sent correspondence to 
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